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Water plan to change ‘way of life’
State proposal calls for pricey
tech to detect leaks, accounting
of nearly every drop by farms
By DARRYL FEARS
WASHINGTON POST

SANTA MONICA — Here in the land
of beauty and make-believe, it’s important to keep up appearances. Tracy
Quinn sees it whenever she walks her
dog: sprinklers irrigating pretty green
lawns and wasted water bleeding across
sidewalks during the state’s driest spell

in centuries.
“It drives me crazy,” said Quinn, a
water policy analyst for the Natural Resources Defense Council.
But now California is preparing for a
dramatic change in how its residents use
water. A water management plan that
could be finalized in January is designed
to make conservation “a way of life.”
“I think it’s a really great way to go,”
Quinn said.
California is entering its sixth year
of extreme drought, and it has enacted
water restriction plans before. In 2015,
Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown declared

that watering grass every day was “going
to be a thing of the past.” He issued an
executive order that forced the state’s 410
water agencies to cut up to 36 percent of
their water use, compared with 2013.
The new plan would instead give each
water agency a budget for how much
water its customers are allowed to use.
Each agency’s allowance would be based
on estimates from state officials of its
demographics — population, economy,
outdoor temperature, tree canopy and
even the rate of water evaporation — to
determine its need.
Many agencies will be forced to pur-

chase costly technology that detects even
the smallest leaks in water lines and to
hire data analysts to record and report
water use. An association that represents
California water agencies said it has yet
to examine the overall cost but predicted
it would easily surpass $1 billion.
For the first time, farms in the state
would be required to account for nearly
every drop of water they pull from aquifers they are depleting, often to grow
thirsty cash crops such as almonds and
rice that require extensive irrigation in

Some Sonoma County residents start 2017
off with a walking tour of Armstrong Woods

New Year, new outlook
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GOP-led
Congress
loaded
for bear
Quick action sought
regarding repeal of
many Obama policies
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER
NEW YORK TIMES

has undergone since summer. The dusty,
brown understory that once crunched
underfoot has been replaced by a verdant
landscape of mossy tranquility.
“I love the dramatic lighting,” Scavo
said as he paused to admire and photograph a shaft of light penetrating the
grove’s deep shadows.
Glen Blackley, a volunteer with the
nonprofit Stewards of the Coast and
Redwoods, guided the group on an easy
and educational 90-minute walk along the
spongy valley floor.
He covered the park’s history, including
its ownership in 1875 by lumberman Col.
James Boydston Armstrong and his fami-

WASHINGTON — The most
powerful and ambitious Republican-led Congress in 20 years will
convene Tuesday, with plans to
leave its mark on virtually every
facet of American life — refashioning the country’s social safety
net, wiping out
scores of labor
and
environmental regulations and unraveling some
of the most significant policy
prescriptions
put forward by
Donald
the Obama adTrump
ministration.
Even before President-elect
Donald Trump is sworn in on
Jan. 20, giving their party full
control of the government, Republicans plan quick action on
several of their top priorities —
most notably a measure to clear
a path for the Affordable Care
Act’s repeal. Perhaps the first
thing that will happen in the new
Congress is the push for deregulation. Also up early: filling a
long-vacant Supreme Court seat,
which is sure to set off a pitched
showdown, and starting confirmation hearings for Trump’s
Cabinet nominees.
“It’s a big job to actually have
responsibility and produce results,” said Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, the majority
leader. “And we intend to do it.”
But as Republicans plan to
reserve the first 100 days of Congress for their more partisan
goals, Democrats are preparing
roadblocks. The party’s brutal
election-year wounds have been
salted by evidence of Russian
election interference, Trump’s
hard-line Cabinet picks and his
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Mary Sisler, left, gets a hand climbing out of the “goose pen” inside the base of a redwood tree from Sandy Parrett on Sunday during a New
Year’s Day hiking tour of Armstrong Woods State Natural Reserve.

It’s the fifth straight year Parks
and Recreation has organized
Jan. 1 hikes across the state
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

fter years of living large in big cities like San Francisco and Washington, D.C., Steve Scavo resolved
to start 2017 on a healthier foot.
The 57-year-old architect and recent
transplant to Guerneville got up early,
bundled himself against the frigid morning and headed to Armstrong Woods to
drink in the natural beauty of the majes-

tic, misty redwood forest.
“I’ve had too many years of waking
up on New Year’s Day with a hangover,”
Scavo said. “Not this year.”
Scavo was one of the many county residents taking advantage of one of several
“first day” hikes at area state and regional parks on New Year’s Day. He joined
about 20 others in a guided tour of the
805-acre Armstrong Woods State Natural
Reserve.
It’s the fifth straight year the California
Department of Parks and Recreation has
participated in Jan. 1 hikes at 50 parks
across the state.
As Scavo strolled along the trail beside
crystal-clear Fife Creek, he marveled at
the transformation the old growth forest

Seismic fixes still needed at 3 hospitals
Most of Sonoma County
medical campuses upgraded,
but 6 buildings not quake-safe
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Were a major earthquake to strike
Sonoma County, 91 percent of the
county’s 68 structures located on
hospital campuses would probably
remain standing and even continue
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providing services, state officials said.
The bad news is some of the structures would likely be unusable after
an earthquake including principal
hospital facilities such as Healdsburg
District Hospital’s main building,
which houses the intensive care unit
and medical/surgical patient rooms.
Three of the county’s seven general
acute care hospital campuses have a
total of six buildings that would likely
be knocked out of commission during
an earthquake.
Each hospital campus has multiple
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buildings — Santa Rosa Memorial
Hospital’s campus on Montgomery
Drive has 14 buildings and Sonoma
Valley Hospital has 11, for example.
None of the 68 buildings is in danger
of collapsing from a strong earthquake, but by 2030 all hospital structures must be strong enough to remain operational after the shaking
stops.
The state has established a set of
seismic performance category ratings,
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MEXICANS QUESTION TRUMP THREAT: Those
in towns counting on remittances from U.S.
think president-elect may be bluffing. / A5
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Healdsburg District Hospital’s main building would
likely be unusable after a strong earthquake.
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